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To spatchcock a turkey for grilling on your 
Evo, you will need a large cutting board, a 
sharp boning knife, the large Evo roasting 
rack and a terry cloth towel or paper towels.

Begin by detaching legs and thigh from the 
backbone. Start at the hind of the turkey, 
fi nd the hip, and cut the leg meat away from 
the hip to expose the thigh knuckle. Cut into 
the knuckle to separate the leg form the 
back bone. Continue to peel away the meat 
and cut down through the skin.

Repeat the leg detachment technique on 
the other side of the turkey.

Turn turkey over, grab the backbone and 
begin to cut down through the rib cage, 
close to the backbone, until you reach the 
wing knuckle.

Repeat cutting down through the rib cage 
to the wing knuckle on the other side of the 
turkey.
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To remove rib cage, begin by placing your 
boning knife in between the rib cage and 
the breast meat.  Carefully peel the meat 
away from the rib cage and down to the 
keel bone.

Continue to peel breast meat off rib cage, 
making sure not to slice through the skin.

Separate wings from rib cage by cutting 
through wing knuckle.

Once the wings are separated from the 
carcass, pull the entire rib cage back to 
expose keel bone.

Begin cutting into keel cartilage as close to 
its attachment to the breast meat
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Without using a knife, fi rmly grab the rib cage 
carcass (a towel or paper towel will help with 
gripping) and pull the keel away from the 
breast.  The keel should peel away from the 
breast leaving a small amount of cartilage 
which keeps the skin intact and melts away 
during roasting.

Reform chicken on board and fold skin over 
exposed meat.

Place inverted rack onto bottom of chicken 
and turn rack over so turkey is right side up.

Season chicken with a mixture of pepper, ko-
sher salt and herbs de provence. Place in the 
center of the cook surface.  Turn on only the 
“outer” burner to Medium and cover with 
the Evo hood. 

Check every 20 minutes for the fi rst hour. Turn 
the heat to just above low for the last hour, 
and baste with melted butter every 15-20 
minutes.  A 12 pound turkey should take ap-
proximately 2 hours. Remove the legs and 
wings and slice up the breast meat to serve. 
Enjoy!


